Ligand migration pathway and protein dynamics in myoglobin: A time-resolved crystallographic study on L29W MbCO
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By using time-resolved x-ray crystallography at room temperature, structural relaxations and ligand migration were examined in myoglobin (Mb) mutant L29W from nanoseconds to seconds after photodissociation of carbon monoxide (CO) from the heme iron by nanosecond laser pulses. The data were analyzed in terms of transient kinetics by fitting trial functions to integrated difference electron density values obtained from select structural moieties, thus allowing a quantitative description of the processes involved. The observed relaxations are linked to other investigations on protein dynamics. At the earliest times, the heme has already completely relaxed into its domed deoxy structure, and there is no photodissociated CO visible at the primary docking site. Initial relaxations of larger globin moieties are completed within several hundred nanoseconds. They influence the concomitant migration of photodissociated CO to the Xε1 site, where it appears at ~300 ns and leaves again at ~1.5 ms. The extremely long residence time in Xε1 as compared with wild-type MbCO implies that, in the latter protein, the CO exits the protein from Xε1 predominantly via the distal pocket. A well-defined deligated state is populated between ~2 μs and ~1 ms; its structure is very similar to the equilibrium deoxy structure. Between 1.5 and 20 ms, no CO is visible in the protein interior; it is either distributed among many sites within the protein or has escaped to the solvent. Finally, recombinant at the heme iron occurs after ~20 ms.
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Proteins are not rigid molecules but fluctuating entities. They can adopt a large number of different conformations that can be depicted as local minima on a rugged energy surface (1). The dynamics of proteins shows strong analogies to the dynamics of viscous liquids. Motions occur on time scales from ~10^-13 s to several thousands of seconds. Time and temperature are important determinants of protein motions on the energy landscape. At ambient temperature, a protein might be able to explore the entire landscape within a certain time interval, whereas it will become increasingly confined in a small region of its conformational space as the temperature is decreased (2, 3). Above a characteristic temperature Tc (~180 K), quasi-diffusive motions become important (4, 5). A significant fraction of conformational transitions occurs between 100 ps and a few nanoseconds in the case of myoglobin (Mb). Below Tc, these fluctuations become more and more arrested. Proteins where larger motions are required for their function will cease to work.

One method of studying protein dynamics is to generate a nonequilibrium state, for example, by changing the sample pressure, temperature, the concentrations of reaction components in fast mixing experiments, or by photodissociating ligands from proteins using short laser pulses. In a crystalline sample, the subsequent relaxation can be followed on the atomic scale by time-resolved x-ray crystallography (6–10) and interpreted kinetically after collection of a sufficiently large number of time points (7, 11–13). Numerous time-resolved experiments have been performed on Mb, a small heme protein that binds diatomic ligands such as carbon monoxide (CO) and dioxygen (O2) to a ferrous iron in the center of a heme prosthetic group.

The bond between the ligand and the heme iron can be broken by light (14). The subsequent ligand migration and recombinant process has been investigated in great detail, both with spectroscopy and x-ray diffraction (6–10, 15–31). Three intermediate ligand-docking sites have been described. Site B is found on the distal side (labeled B in Fig. 1B), with the CO oriented parallel to the heme plane (6, 21–23, 25, 32). Additionally, the ligand can be trapped in the so-called xenon cavities Xε4 (33) on the distal side and Xε1 on the proximal side of the heme (7, 10, 29–31, 34, 35) (Fig. 1B).

Mb mutant L29W has a very small CO association rate coefficient at ambient temperature, ~130 times smaller than that of wild-type (WT) MbCO (29, 36). Therefore, this mutant is particularly well-suited for time-resolved crystallography studies because the slow rebinding enables us to follow structural relaxations to completion. To describe the relaxation processes in L29W MbCO after photolysis in atomic detail, we collected 20 x-ray data sets over 9 orders of magnitude in time by using time-resolved crystallography. This work extends previous studies on WT MbCO and mutants L29F and YQR (8–10) because the large number of time points permits us to fit the observed time courses with analytical functions and enables a quantitative analysis and detailed description of both the CO migration process and the accompanying structural rearrangements in various globin moieties (11, 12). A similar approach was used to fit the time courses of CO occupancy at select docking sites in WT MbCO (7).

Materials and Methods

Sample Preparation. L29W MbCO crystals (typical volume of ~0.03 mm³; space group P6 with unit cell size a = b = 91.54 Å, c = 45.87 Å, α = β = 90°, γ = 120°) were grown from genetically engineered protein (37). Crystals were mounted in glass capillaries in a CO atmosphere.

Data Collection. Time-resolved crystallography was performed at the BioCARS Laue beamline 14-ID at the Advanced Photon Source at 15°C by using the pump-probe technique (38). For reaction initiation, we used 615-nm light from an Nd:YAG pumped dye laser (Continuum, Santa Clara, CA), with a pulse width (full width at half maximum) of 7 ns. The structure was

Abbreviation: Mb, myoglobin.

Data deposition: The atomic coordinates and structure factors have been deposited in the Protein Data Bank, www.pdb.org [PDB ID codes 2bw9 (MbL9S) and 2bwh (MbCO)].
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Fig. 1. Architecture of myoglobin. (A) Ribbon diagram of L29W MbCO superimposed on a difference map obtained 4 s after photolysis. Structural moieties (heme as well as helices) are marked. (B) Close-up of the active site showing the following: B2, initial docking site suggested from low temperature spectroscopic investigations (29); Xe1 and Xe4, positions of CO in x-ray structures determined by photolysis experiments at low temperatures (26, 37); site W29, dotted circle, weakly populated site close to the tip of Trp-29 (see text). Figure was prepared with RIBBONS (57).

Fig. 2. Integrated difference electron density values from different structural moieties of L29W Mb plotted as a function of (log) time. To be comparable, the values are divided by the number of residues (molecules) in the moieties. (A) heme features; solid line, bimolecular rebinding; a, negative CO density at the heme iron, CO2, uncorrected maps; S, corrected maps; solid line, bimolecular rebinding. (B) Comparison of negative CO2 density corresponding to photolyzed CO and positive density corresponding to CO found at docking sites. ●, CO2, density in the proximal (Xe1) site; solid line, fit by exponential build-up and decay functions; ○ CO2 density feature close to Trp-29; dashed line, fit by exponential build-up and bimolecular decay functions; S, CO2, dotted line, fit by bimolecular function. Note the different ordinate scales for negative and positive values. (C) Relaxation of helices E and F. ●, E-helix; solid line, initial phase stretched exponential, final relaxation follows bimolecular re-binding; dashed line, initial, fast phase as well as final, slow phase exponential; ■, F-helix; dotted line to guide the eye. (D) Relaxation of helices B and H. ●, B-helix; solid line, initial phase stretched exponential, final relaxation follows bimolecular re-binding; ■, H-helix; dotted line to guide the eye. (E) Relaxation of side chains. ●, His-64 and Trp-29; solid line, initial phase stretched exponential, final relaxation follows bimolecular re-binding; dashed line, subnanosecond phase assumed, nanosecond time points fit by exponential; ■, Phe-43 and Phe-46, scale expanded twofold; dotted line, initial phase stretched exponential; final relaxation follows bimolecular re-binding. (F) Normalized fit results. Solid line, heme and CO2; dotted line, averaged relaxations of the structural moieties (M); dashed line, CO1.

Data Reduction. The Laue images were indexed, integrated and scaled with PRECognition and EPIFORM (RenzResearch, Westmont, IL) or LAUEVIEW (39). At ambient temperature, the reference structure L29W MbCO1 was determined from a dark Laue data set (see below). Weighted time-dependent difference maps (40, 41) were calculated from weighted difference structure factor amplitudes wH(FH|FH|) = AFH and phases derived from the reference L29W MbCO1 structure. [FH] are the time-dependent (light) structure factor amplitudes obtained after photolysis and [FH] are the corresponding reference structure factor amplitudes at H = (hkl). The weighting factor wH was calculated as wH = 1/[1 + (σFH/2)/((σFH/2)2)], where (σFH/2)2 = σFH + σFH,dark is the squared error of a particular difference structure factor amplitude and ((σFH/2)2) is the mean square error of all ΔFH in a data set.

Data Analysis. Difference maps were integrated in selected regions by the program PROMSK (available from the authors): within a mask, which is automatically generated by supplying atomic coordinates of a structural moiety (Fig. 1), the program adds up negative and positive difference electron density values above or below a chosen threshold that was set to ±2.0σ throughout. Absolute values were summed to capture the total integrated density of both positive and negative features associated with structural changes. To estimate the error (error bars in Fig. 2), a similar integration was performed on a difference map free of signal (4-s time delay). To partially correct for variations in the extent of reaction initiation, each difference map was multiplied by a factor E(t) = (El(t)/E0(t)), with the actual laser pulse energy used for the Laue data set at time delay t, E0(t), and the average pulse energy (E0) = 2.8 mJ. In the time range from 1 ns to 1.3 ms, the maps were further multiplied by a factor S(t), derived by assuming that no rebinding had occurred. This finding is justified by the observation that the integrated CO difference density did not show any decay within this time interval; only noise is present that can be attributed in part to differences in the extent of photolysis from crystal to...
Table 1. Fitting parameters corresponding to time courses of different structural moieties in L29W MbCO

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Moiety*</th>
<th>$A_1 e^{-}$</th>
<th>$\lambda_1$, 1/s</th>
<th>$\beta$</th>
<th>$A_2 e^{-}$</th>
<th>$\lambda_2$, 1/s</th>
<th>$\lambda'$, 1/s</th>
<th>Type†</th>
<th>$t_{1/2}$, ns</th>
<th>$s_{1/2}$, ms</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CO$^a$ corrected</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5.2 ± 0.3</td>
<td>50 ± 20</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heme</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8.3 ± 0.3</td>
<td>50 ± 20</td>
<td>B</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>19</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$^b$</td>
<td>1.67 ± 0.01</td>
<td>(2.60 ± 0.03) × 10$^6$</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>455 ± 5</td>
<td>S + E</td>
<td>243</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CO$^c$</td>
<td>1.62 ± 0.01</td>
<td>(2.30 ± 0.09) × 10$^6$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.7 ± 0.1</td>
<td>454 ± 2</td>
<td>E + E</td>
<td>301</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>COW29</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>159.2 ± 0.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.02</td>
<td>15 ± 0.1</td>
<td>E + E</td>
<td>4000</td>
<td>47</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-helix</td>
<td>1.75 ± 0.01</td>
<td>(1.00 ± 0.01) × 10$^6$</td>
<td>0.36 ± 0.12</td>
<td>1.75 ± 0.06</td>
<td>36.2 ± 0.4</td>
<td>S + B</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E-helix</td>
<td>1.68 ± 0.02</td>
<td>(1.7 ± 0.1) × 10$^6$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>1.68 ± 0.02</td>
<td>25 ± 8</td>
<td>E + E</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>27</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-helix</td>
<td>1.23 ± 0.06</td>
<td>(1.00 ± 0.01) × 10$^6$</td>
<td>0.36 ± 0.12</td>
<td>1.23 ± 0.06</td>
<td>36.2 ± 0.4</td>
<td>S + B</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>28</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CD-turn</td>
<td>1.61 ± 0.50</td>
<td>(1.4 ± 0.1) × 10$^8$</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.61 ± 0.50</td>
<td>68 ± 9</td>
<td>S + B</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>15</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H64 and W29</td>
<td>21.7 ± 0.4</td>
<td>(4.0 ± 1.0) × 10$^8$</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>21.7 ± 0.4</td>
<td>45 ± 10</td>
<td>S + B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H64 and W29</td>
<td>11.1 ± 1.9</td>
<td>(1.1 ± 0.5) × 10$^8$</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>21.5 ± 0.4</td>
<td>44 ± 10</td>
<td>E + B</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>23</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F46 and F43</td>
<td>5.0 ± 0.4</td>
<td>(2.2 ± 1.1) × 10$^8$</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>5.0 ± 0.4</td>
<td>50 ± 10</td>
<td>S + B</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1$^a$ rSV</td>
<td>−392 ± 9</td>
<td>(8.3 ± 4.1) × 10$^8$</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>−392 ± 9</td>
<td>20 ± 6</td>
<td>S + E</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>35</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1$^a$ rSV</td>
<td>−393 ± 11</td>
<td>(8.2 ± 3.6) × 10$^8$</td>
<td>0.5 ± 0.1</td>
<td>−393 ± 11</td>
<td>27 ± 8</td>
<td>S + B</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>37</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In most cases, one relaxation phase is assumed (−$A_1 = A_2$).
†Exponential, $t_{1/2}$ = 1/$\lambda_1$, ln 2; stretched exponential: $t_{1/2}$ = 1/$\lambda_1$[ln 2]$^{1/\beta}$; bimolecular, $t_{1/2}$ = 1/$\lambda'$, $t_{1/2}$ smaller than our time-resolution (3 ns) estimated by extrapolating the fit to faster times.
‡Exponential, $s_{1/2}$ = 1/$\lambda_1$.
§rSV, right-singular vector.

To determine the structure of the photoprotein Mb$^{TR}$ (TR for time-resolved), six difference maps were averaged in the time interval between 2 and 110 μs. Difference structure factors $\Delta F_d$ were calculated by Fourier inversion. A multiple $n = 3.5$ of the $\Delta F_d$ was added to the structure factors $F_d^{\exp}$ derived from the MbCO$^b$ model, yielding extrapolated structure factors $F_d^{\exp} = n \Delta F_d + F_d^{\exp}$. From the extrapolated structure factors, a map was calculated into which a model was built which was refined against the extrapolated amplitudes using CNS (43).

Results and Discussion

The difference electron density maps for the entire protein and close-ups of the heme pocket are available for all 20 time points in Fig. 5 and Movies 1 and 2, which are published as supporting information on the PNAS web site. Substantial signal appears in Fig. 5 and Movies 1 and 2, which are published as supporting information on the PNAS web site. Close-ups of the heme pocket are available for all 20 time points (Table 1 and Fig. 2).

The time-dependent, integrated difference electron densities were plotted as a function of time and fitted with a sum of two exponential functions

$$A(t) = -A_1 e^{-\lambda_1 t} + A_2 e^{-\lambda_2 t},$$

where the first term accounts for the fast initial phase and the second accounts for the slow final relaxation phase. The first exponential can be stretched by varying the parameter $\beta$ between 0 and 1. Alternatively, we have used a sum of a (stretched) exponential function and a term corresponding to bimolecular rebinding

$$A(t) = -A_1 e^{-\lambda_1 t} + \frac{A_2}{1 + \lambda' t}.$$
time scale comparable to the depletion of Xe1. Therefore, this site may be populated by CO shortly before rebinding. Fig. 2 C and D show results from the integration of difference densities in various parts of the globin: helices B, E, F, and H. The difference densities for helices B and E were fitted with the same rate parameters (Table 1). The dashed line in Fig. 2C results from a fit of the initial relaxation phase of helix E with an exponential ($\beta = 1$), whereas the solid line was obtained with $\beta = 0.36$. This value was kept in the fits of all other time courses. Helices B and E show strong relaxations (Fig. 2 C and D). By contrast, the structural changes of helices F and H are only minor (Fig. 2 C and D, with dotted lines to guide the eye). In all cases, the initial relaxation is followed by a plateau region during which no relaxations occur. It is reached after $\approx 100$ ns and prevails up to a few milliseconds. The final decay happens in concert with CO rebinding, with $t_{1/2} \approx 25$ ms (Table 1). The integrated difference densities for the His-64 (helix E) and Trp-29 (helix B) side chains (Fig. 2E) show the same temporal behavior and thus were analyzed together. Similar arguments hold for the CD-turn residues Phe-43 and Phe-46, which also were treated in conjunction. Their time courses closely follow the global relaxations of the corresponding helices (Table 1).

Normalizations of the maximum amplitudes of the various relaxation processes to 1 allows a direct comparison of the time courses (Fig. 2F). It is obvious that the time scales of the initial relaxation vary substantially, with the heme relaxation being much faster than those of other globin moieties. After the initial relaxation, the various parts of the protein remain fully relaxed up to several milliseconds. This result is corroborated by the global singular value decomposition analysis, from which only a single significant right-singular vector is obtained that assumes a constant value from 800 ns to 1 ms (see Fig. 6, which is published as supporting information on the PNAS web site). The positive feature at the Xe1 site, corresponding to photolyzed CO molecules, remains constant from $\approx 1$ to 110 $\mu$s (Fig. 2F). Therefore, only the maps between 2 and 110 $\mu$s represent a fully relaxed state. Return to the MbCO state is initiated by the escape of CO from the Xe1 site after 1.5 ms. However, CO rebinding at the heme iron is an order of magnitude slower, with $t_{1/2} = 19$ ms (Table 1).

In their pioneering flash photolysis experiments at room temperature, Gibson and Ainsworth (14) observed surprisingly simple ligand rebinding kinetics in heme proteins. Only much later, the actual complexity of this process was demonstrated by flash photolysis experiments on Mb at low temperatures (15). In low-temperature kinetic studies, different active-site conformations were apparent on time scales shorter than the time it takes for a protein to fluctuate between these substates (44). Time-resolved crystallography on WT MbCO was used to establish a structural basis for the observed rebinding kinetics (6, 7, 10). The CO ligand was shown to access different transient docking sites on its migration pathway through the protein matrix. However, in WT MbCO crystals, CO rebinds on the microsecond time scale (7), which may be faster than the time it takes the protein to completely relax to a deoxy-like structure. In MB mutant YQR, recombination is considerably slower, but in a recent study, only five time-points were collected from 3 ns to 3 ms, which did not permit a quantitative kinetic analysis (8). In MB mutant L29W, rebinding is even slower, which enables us to observe complete protein relaxation after CO dissociation. Below, we discuss the structural transitions of L29W MbCO after photolysis on various time scales, from the fastest times through completion of the reaction.

### Events Faster Than Our Experimental Time Resolution: Subnanosecond Time Range

Photolysis of CO and heme relaxation occur faster than the time resolution of our experiment (Fig. 2A). This observation is consistent with spectroscopic investigations on WT MbCO (25) and time-resolved crystallographic studies on WT and mutant Mbs (7–9). In WT MbCO, the heme group relaxes within a time range spanning from hundreds of femtoseconds to a few picoseconds (45, 46). L29W Mb is most likely similar in this respect. The photodissociation of the CO from the heme iron and the subsequent very fast relaxation of the heme triggers substantial relaxations of the entire protein. As a consequence, kinetic traces for the different protein moieties start at roughly half their maximum amplitude (Fig. 2).

Even at the earliest times, CO was observed neither at the primary docking site B nor in Xe4, although site B is populated at room temperature in WT MbCO (6) and Xe4 at cryogenic temperatures in L29W MbCO (26). Apparently, the initial CO migration away from the distal side happens extremely fast. In mutant L29F, photodissociated ligands are found at site B after 100 ps and escape from there to the Xe4 site within 1 ns where they reside until $\approx 10$ ns (9). In L29W, however, the bulky Trp-29 residue relaxes partially toward the deoxy conformation on the subnanosecond time scale (Fig. 2E). Hence, it may not only expel ligands from site B but also block access to Xe4. Additionally, Trp-29 apparently forces ligands that have rapidly escaped to Xe4 to leave this site and to migrate further. For the same reason, an initial geminate rebinding phase for CO is missing (26, 28–29), whereas a fast geminate phase has been observed for O$_2$ (29). Because no docking site could be identified up to 100 ns, CO must be distributed between multiple locations so that its electron density at an individual site is too low to be observable. To actually resolve the occupancy of sites B and Xe4, it is necessary to follow photoactivation on a time scale shorter than the initial relaxation time of the Trp-29 side chain. However, typical relaxation times for side chains at room temperature are on the order of tens of picoseconds (47), a time scale currently not accessible to time-resolved x-ray diffraction. Note that after the fast relaxation of Trp-29, an additional, slower process is coupled to the backbone relaxation (see below).

### Protein Relaxations on the Nanosecond Time Scale

The initial relaxation of the globin is already about half complete at our shortest observation times and, therefore, its $t_{1/2}$ can only be estimated. If we interpret the data with a single phase, the first term in Eq. 1 and 2 must be stretched to obtain acceptable fits, with $t_{1/2}$ values $\approx 5$ ns (Table 1). This result is consistent with typical time scales of quasidiffusive motions (diffusive motions in restricted space) of Mb that are on the order of 100 ps to a few nanoseconds (3, 5). The relaxations extend up to 1 $\mu$s (Fig. 2), and a number of these motions are necessary. A stretched initial phase also has been reported from time-resolved spectroscopy (20, 28, 48) and indicates a complicated dynamics on fast time scales. In the case of a simple kinetic mechanism (49, 50), the ensemble of molecules populates well-defined states, and interconversion between these states is described by single exponential relaxations. A simple, multistep mechanism was applicable to time-resolved x-ray data from photoactive yellow protein (12, 13) because exponential transient kinetics was observed throughout. For the initial relaxation in Mb, however, a nonexponential (stretched) phase is observed, excluding a simple mechanism. Initial relaxation may involve (i) interconversions between multiple substates on the relaxation pathway across the energy surface. The characteristic times for molecules to fluctuate between substates are comparable to the times they stay in these states. (ii) In addition, one may envision multiple, asynchronous relaxation pathways on different time scales as suggested for YQR Mb (8). However, with the present data, we are not able to distinguish between these two possibilities. One may even speculate that a separate kinetic phase exists on time scales faster than 1 ns and that the phase we observe here only starts at $\approx 1$ ns. In that case, an exponential fits part of the data reasonably well (Fig. 2E, dashed line). To determine $t_{1/2}$ more accurately,
the measurements need to be extended to the picosecond time range.

Residues including His-64, Trp-29, Phe-43, and Phe-46, which are integral parts of the heme pocket, display the largest difference densities (Table 1 and Fig. 2E). Although the side chain relaxation sets in on the subnanosecond time scale, it proceeds until ~100 ns, because these side chains are part of larger structural entities such as helix E or the CD-turn, which relax more slowly. Only after the global, large-scale motions are completed do the side chains reach their final position.

CO appears at the Xe1 site with $t_{1/2} = 300$ ns. The site is populated in an exponential fashion, substantially more slowly than in WT MbCO and mutant YQR (both with $t_{1/2} \sim 50$ ns) (7, 8). For L29F Mb, theoretical calculations have predicted that cavities Xe4 and Xe2 are involved in CO migration (51). Spectroscopic investigations have shown that Xe1 is the primary sink of CO at temperatures above the characteristic temperature where protein dynamics becomes important (29).

Taking into account low-and high-temperature dynamics studies on Mb (3, 5, 52) and relating them to our time-resolved results at room temperature, we propose that two fundamental processes are responsible for CO migration in Mb. (i) Protein dynamics enables structural fluctuations and transiently open and closes channels for the CO to migrate to positions where it is trapped effectively. (ii) The initial (subnanosecond to 100 ns) structural relaxation changes the overall globin structure, thereby significantly affecting the rate coefficients for CO migration. In L29W Mb, it is the fast relaxation of the Trp-29 side chain that markedly affects ligand migration. CO can only effectively migrate to Xe1 in the presence of protein fluctuations and hence above the characteristic temperature $T_c$ (37). However, the same protein relaxations block the pathway to Xe1 by occluding access to Xe4. As a consequence, ligand migration to Xe1 becomes inefficient in L29W, so that 2/3 of the photolyzed CO molecules cannot be found in Xe1 and most likely have escaped into the solvent.

The Intermediate Time Scale: Photoproduct State MbTR. Relaxations of all globin parts toward the deoxy structure and CO migration are complete after 1 μs. Up to 100 μs, no additional processes take place. Therefore, the six maps in that time interval (Fig. 3) were averaged to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio (53). The red model in Fig. 3 represents the reference MbCO1 structure; the structure of the photoproduct MbTR determined from an extrapolated map is shown in blue. The extra density in the proximal Xe1 cavity is consistent with the presence of a CO molecule. Because 12% of the total CO are accounted for in this site and the factor $n$ is 3.5 (see Materials and Methods), the occupancy is expected to be 42%. Indeed, it refines to 60%. Negative as well as positive density features are explained notably well by these two models (compare difference densities for the heme, Trp-29, His-64, Phe-43, and Phe-46 in Fig. 3).

The displacements between Cα atoms of corresponding residues of the refined L29W MbCO1 and L29W MbTR structures (Fig. 4, black line) show the strongest deviations of up to 0.8 Å for helices B and E and the CD-turn; the F-helix and parts of the G-helix have only small displacements of ~0.2 Å on average. The other parts of the structure remain essentially unchanged. Structural changes are concentrated on the distal side of the heme, as already observed from a comparison of the static structures (Fig. 4, red line). The heme iron does not move toward the proximal side. Rather, the entire heme is pushed to the distal side so that the deligated iron can move out of the heme plane. Heme doming and CO removal trigger the protein relaxations. Within the error (~0.15 Å), the structure of L29W MbTR is identical to the static L29W MbM structure (Fig. 4, blue line) and the L29W MbCO1 photoproduct structure obtained by photolysis at ~180 K (26) (not shown in Fig. 4).

Millisecond Time Scale: Recovery of L29W MbCO. Because the bulky Trp-29 side chain blocks access not only to the heme iron but also to docking site B, rebinding is severely hindered (29, 37). The slow relaxation phase observed for all protein moieties, with $t_{1/2} \sim 25$ ms, matches the ligand rebinding kinetics (Fig. 2A) and therefore represents the decay in population of the deoxy-like photoproduct state (Table 1). Ligand rebinding is ~150 times slower than in WT MbCO crystals, where $t_{1/2} \sim 150$ μs (7). One CO molecule is bound to each of the six Mbs in the hexagonal unit cell. Given the size of the unit cell ($V = 332.875 \AA^3$), the concentration of heme-bound CO in the crystal is 30 mM. After the flash, 38% or 11.4 mM CO is liberated. The bimolecular rate coefficient $k_{S}$ can be estimated from this concentration and the fitted, apparent rate coefficient $\lambda$ as $k_{S} = \lambda/[CO]$. The result is ~4.6 mM−1 s−1, in excellent agreement with $k_{S} = 3.9$ mM−1 s−1 in solution (26, 36).

CO leaves the proximal Xe1 site with $t_{1/2} = 1.5$ ms (Fig. 2F),
much more slowly than in WT Mb (7). If there was a major proximal path to the solvent, depletion of Xe1 should be on a similar time-scale in both WT and L29W MbCO. Hence, in WT Mb, CO may quickly return via the open cavities Xe2 and Xe4 to the distal side (29). It may exit to the solvent presumably through the histidine gate before it rebinds (34).

In L29W, the Trp-29 side chain acts as a dynamic plug that closes the distal cavities shortly (<1 ns) after the CO is photo-lyzed. A similar role has been suggested for the distal deoxy water, which enters the distal pocket after a few microseconds (55), blocks site B, and may keep CO in the cavities (56). Ligand escape from Xe1 along the Xe2→Xe4 pathway can occur only upon rapid transient fluctuations of the Trp-29 side chain that reopen this pathway toward the binding site. Additional sites inside the protein may be populated on the migration pathway to the distal side. We have identified a putative site close to Trp-29 (Fig. 1B); its occupation with time is shown in Fig. 2B. However, the concentration of CO in this site is too low to account for all CO that has left Xe1. Based on the present data, we cannot exclude that CO escapes via a direct proximal pathway from Xe1 in the L29W mutant and then rebinds from the solvent.

Concluding Remarks

By using time-resolved crystallography, we have kinetically and structurally characterized the relaxation processes on multiple time-scales after ligand photodissociation in L29W Mb. In addition, insights were obtained on the ligand migration pathways in both L29W and WT Mb.
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